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Preface

This guide is meant to provide 6.021J students a comprehensive tool for writing proposals and reports in this course. This guide includes information developed by 6.021J technical and writing staff as well as information from *The Mayfield Handbook of Technical Style*.

*The Mayfield Handbook of Technical and Scientific Writing* and other on-line resources are available at the Writing Program homepage. Note that the Mayfield Handbook is a GENERAL GUIDE and not tailored to the expectations of 6.021J.
1.0 Effective Technical Communication

“The fundamental purpose of scientific discourse is not the mere presentation of information and thought but rather its actual communication. It does not matter how pleased an author might be to have converted all the right data into sentences and paragraphs; it matters only whether a large majority of the reading audience accurately perceives what the author had in mind”

- George Gopen and Judith Swan, "The Science of Scientific Writing"

1.1 Accuracy, Clarity, Conciseness, and Coherence

Good technical communication is accurate, clear, concise, coherent, and appropriate.

Accuracy, which is the careful conforming to truth or fact, has three main aspects:
1. **Document accuracy** refers to the proper coverage of your topics in appropriate detail. Document accuracy is generally cultivated by a clear problem statement and by a preliminary outline.
2. **Stylistic accuracy** concerns the careful use of language to express meaning. Accurate language requires the careful use of paragraph and sentence structure and word choice to describe and analyze your topics effectively. Stylistic accuracy is also a matter of using words precisely.
3. **Technical accuracy** depends on the writer's conceptual mastery of the subject and its vocabulary, as well as on his or her ability to analyze and shape data with a minimum of distortion.

Clarity, which refers to ease of understanding, is a special problem in science and technology writing. Increase the clarity of your material in several ways:
1. **Structural clarity** makes it easy for the reader to get the large picture. Tables of contents, problem statements, and even strategic repetition also promote structural clarity. Graphs and tables, effectively worded headings guide readers and help keep the large picture in focus.
2. **Stylistic clarity** is promoted by simple, direct language. Word choice is a factor in stylistic clarity: use simple language wherever possible to counteract the abstract, highly specialized terms of science and technology.
3. **Contextual clarity**, in which the importance, authorization, and implications of your work are made available, also contributes to ease of understanding. All work has a context, and your readers want to understand what the context of your document is. What prompts you to write? What is your purpose? Whose work precedes or has influenced yours? What is the organizational and intellectual context of your problem? Answer those questions in introductions and problem statements and in your citations and other references.

Conciseness, which refers to the expressing a great deal in few words has a special value in technical fields. Writers are often tempted to include everything that could be relevant to their subject, rather than merely what is focused, relevant material for their report. The concise document is a piece of writing that conveys only the needed material. Increase conciseness by:
1. **Narrow the document scope** to a manageable problem and response.
2. Prepare a clear introduction and develop a detailed outline. These are two strategies that give you control over document length and scope.
3. **Identify and eliminate material** that is not necessary to support your claims. Look for sections, including appendices, that are not essential to your work.

Graphics are powerful aids to conciseness because they cut down on the amount of prose necessary to describe objects and processes, summarize data, and demonstrate relationships.
Coherence is the quality of hanging together, of providing the reader an easily followed path. Writers promote coherence by making their material logically and stylistically consistent, and by organizing and expressing their ideas in specific patterns. Coherence can dramatically improve the reader's ability to understand your material by promoting its flow or readability. Coherence is especially valued in science and technology because of the inherent complexity of the subjects.

1. **Give readers a road map** to help them anticipate the content of your work.
2. **Use expected organization.** Divide your report into standard sections and place information in the appropriate section.
3. **Develop paragraphs logically.** By organizing material into a topic sentence and supporting sentences, paragraphs pull together material and emphasize various forms of conceptual development.
4. **Transitional devices** also operate at the paragraph level to provide links between sentences and between paragraphs.

### 1.2 Audience

Determine your audience's needs by assessing their expertise and their purpose in reading the document. Effective technical writing recognizes several types of readers, reflecting different levels of expertise:

- experts
- technicians
- managers
- laypersons

In 6.021J, you can assume that your primary readers are *general experts* as each report is written for a "peer audience" (not your professor). *General experts* possess extensive knowledge about a field in general, but they might be unfamiliar with particular technical terms, specific equipment, or recent advances in your document's subject matter. Specific experts, on the other hand, share or surpass your knowledge about a document's subject matter.

### 1.3 Point of View

Point of View refers to how you tell the story of your experiment. There are certain conventions in report and proposal writing that readers expect and that lend your writing more credibility.

#### 1.3.1 Active voice versus passive voice

Most of your 6.021J work should be written in passive voice. Passive voice in technical writing keeps the emphasis on the experiment, not the researcher. Passive voice also lends a professional tone to your writing as overuse of active voice seems childlike. For example, *Simplistic sounding - Over-use of Active Voice*

I dissected the frog according to the guidelines in the lab manual. Then, I placed the sciatic nerve in the nerve chamber. I placed the recording electrodes at R7 and R8.

*More professional-sounding - Passive Voice*

The frog was dissected according to the guidelines in the lab manual. The sciatic nerve was then placed in the nerve chamber.

Careful use of active voice is quite effective, however, in a report to add resonance to the writing. *Active voice is usually most effective in the Discussion section of a report. Why? In the Discussion you can foreground your own ideas about why you achieved the results of your experiment*

Second person is not acceptable in 6.021J report writing (Second person = "you")
1.3.2 Verb Tense
In proposals and reports you will find it necessary to alternate verb tenses, depending on which section of the document you are writing.

Proposals: Present and future tense
• What you know is written in present tense
• What you will do is written in future tense.

Reports: Combination of present, past, and future tense
• Abstract - Past tense (although an introductory sentence may be written in present tense)
• Introduction - Present tense for rationale. Purpose statement may be written in past tense.
• Methods - Past Tense
• Results - Past Tense, although in certain instances present tense is appropriate
• Discussion - Your choice of tense
• Conclusion (optional) - Your choice of tense

1.4 Organizing Information
Organization is the arrangement of elements into a structure, a whole. Organization is essential in making your document coherent to your audience. A predictable and logical structure helps readers understand the information presented in your document.

Organization is a specific approach to document planning. The key instrument of document organization is the outline. Outlines help you work out both the general structure of your document and specific sections and topics. An outline will force you to partition material, develop a point of view, establish the scope of your document, sequence your topics, and develop a writing strategy.

1.5 Avoiding Common Style Problems in 6.021J
1. Keep it together. Don't separate the noun and verb of a sentence with lengthy phrases. Readers look for syntactic resolution --i.e. what is the subject of the sentence doing?
2. Logic: Follow reader expectations that the topic comes first in a sentence and the resolution comes at the end of the sentence. For example these two sentences have different meanings because of the reversed topic-resolution order: "Bees disperse pollen" versus "Pollen is dispersed by bees"
3. Link old ideas to new ones. Use transitions or common vocabulary to create cognitive coherency and fill logical gaps.
4. Avoid jargon. Jargon is convoluted prose. Technical terms are concise and aid reader comprehension.
5. Avoid vague pronoun references:
   • "This." The antecedent "this" needs a noun. This what?
   • "It." The pronoun "it" is not descriptive. Use specific nouns.
6. You do not need to use phrases like "as stated above." In written communication, readers generally don't need such pointers as they remember what they've read previously in short reports. However, do reference figures and graphs: "As shown in Figure 3 . . . " or (Figure 3)
7. Don't be the teacher. Avoid writing as though you were instructing someone. For example, "As you can see, the response changed after 10 ms."
8. Do not write Methods like a cookbook series. For example, "Wash the nerve with Ringer's solution."
9. Do not overuse personal pronouns.
10. Know the correct technical terminology for what you are doing.
11. The word "data" is plural (datum is the singular form). For example, "The data were defined such that . . . "
12. Do not use bullets to list Methods or Results. Write your report in paragraph form.
13. Do not begin sentence with numbers.
2.0 Proposals

2.1 General Information about Proposal Writing

Proposals develop a plan of action in response to a specific need or problem. In content, successful proposals demonstrate that you understand the scope of the problem and that you have developed a valid and well-focused approach for reaching proposed objectives. The goal in writing proposals is to effectively communicate a plan of action in concise, specific language.

2.1.1 Purpose. The Proposal:

- Defines the problem or question that the experiment is trying to answer
- Develops an appropriate experimental approach with variables and controls to test the hypothesis
- Specifies the methods that will be used to carry out the experiment
- Outlines the expected results

2.1.2 Quick Tips

- Think through your research project before writing. Exactly what are you testing? Why? How?
- Avoid universal words like "all" and "every" as well as vague words like "some" and "a few."
- Also, understand the technical meaning of words like "control" before suggesting that an initial measurement will be your "control." (If you are unsure about usage of the term "control" see the frog lab handout provided in class for a technical definition.)
- A good rule of thumb when writing a proposal is the "peer test" -- i.e. based on your written proposal, can your colleague, friend, or roommate understand exactly what you are doing? Can they restate your research project in one sentence?

2.1.3 Format

- Single-spaced
- One page

2.1.4 Organization

For your 6.021J proposal, you do not need to submit a proposal with all the elements of a professional proposal. However, your proposal does need to include certain basic elements:

- **Title**: Specific and meaningful
- **Authors**: Include the names and e-mail addresses of all group members
- **Hypothesis**: The hypothesis states -- in one sentence -- exactly what you are testing. That statement should be answerable with "yes" or "no"
- **Background**: The background statement explains the motivating problem or rationale for pursuing a research project. The background statement should clearly articulate the reasoning behind your hypothesis.
- **Procedure**: The procedure presents your method for reaching your stated hypothesis. What kind of data will you collect? How will that data be analyzed? Even the most promising research will fall flat if you cannot design a scientifically valid way to investigate it.

2.2 Frog Proposals

This section under construction (10-01-02)
2.3 Hodgkin-Huxley Proposals

This theoretical project is intended to provide an opportunity to learn about the complex behaviors that can be exhibited by the Hodgkin-Huxley model and to compare behaviors of the model with behaviors of electrically excitable cells. We have two simulations. The first models a space-clamped axon. That model generates MEMBRANE action potentials. The second models an axon without space-clamp (although the second model can simulate a space clamp since the longitudinal resistances can be set to zero). The second model can produce PROPAGATED action potentials. The second model can be used to explore a wider range of phenomena than the first. The first model is faster and simpler than the second. Thus both models are useful, and your project can use either or both of the models.

Beginning with the proposal and extending through the project, you should keep clearly in mind that you ARE NOT investigating nerve membrane in these exercises. You ARE investigating the Hodgkin-Huxley model for nerve membrane. Your explanations of all phenomena must be in terms of the primitive concepts of this model --- the ionic conductances, ionic concentrations, ionic currents, the capacitance, and the variables m, n, and h. Explanations in terms of molecular channel mechanisms or electrodiffusion of ions in the membrane are irrelevant in so far as they are not contained in the Hodgkin-Huxley model!

2.3.1 Proposal Submission

Partners should submit a single proposal and a single report which identifies both members of the team and gives both email addresses. Proposals should be submitted using the proposal submission form on our home page.

2.3.2 Practical considerations in the choice of a topic

Projects can involve almost any of the properties of the Hodgkin-Huxley model. However, to avoid projects whose aims are vague (e.g., “I would like to understand how the Hodgkin-Huxley model works”) the proposed project should be in the form of a specific and testable hypothesis. Projects that involve months of computation should obviously be avoided. The amount of computation time should be explicitly taken into account in planning a project. For example, any project that involves measuring the threshold of occurrence of an action potential for many different parameter values is bound to be very time consuming because determining the threshold for a single set of parameters itself involves many computations. The task is to choose a physiological property of the excitation of the action potential that is of interest, and then to define a specific, feasible project.

2.3.3 Choice of topics

Note: The demonstration project performed in lecture on the effect of temperature cannot be the basis of a student project.

Topics can involve comparing predictions of the Hodgkin-Huxley model with measurements on cells. For example, the text contains data on the effects of many external parameters (e.g., ionic concentrations, cell type) on action potentials. A project might involve reading the original papers that describe such measurements (some were made before the Hodgkin-Huxley model was formulated), and testing the hypothesis that these measurements are (or are not) consistent with the Hodgkin-Huxley model. Similarly, a project might involve examining the effect of some pharmacological substance on measurements of the action potential and testing the hypothesis that the substance produces its effect by changing one or another parameter of the model. These projects will require some reading of original literature which is often difficult and usually time
consuming. However, such a project can lead to a very rewarding educational experience. Alternatively, the project might involve a purely theoretical topic in which some property of the model is explained in terms of its underlying structure. This type of project does not necessarily involve reading the original literature.

### 2.3.4 Examples of hypotheses

Any of these (or other) hypotheses can be the starting point for a project. Most of the hypotheses given above are simplistic, and a careful investigation will reveal their shortcomings. The Hodgkin-Huxley model is sufficiently complex that investigation of any of the hypotheses will most likely lead to unexpected results. You should pursue these unexpected results and try to understand their bases. For example, you may find that in pursuing some hypothesis you choose to change some parameter of the model that you expect to result in some change in action potential waveform. The resulting computation might reveal, much to your surprise and chagrin, that no action potential has occurred. Determine why no action potential occurred. The explanation will usually be instructive. Your aim should be not simply to reject or accept the hypothesis but to delve into the topic in sufficient depth so as to deepen your understanding of the model. One outcome of the project might be to restate your original hypothesis in a new and more sophisticated form.

**Hypothesis --- The effect of temperature on the conduction velocity of the squid giant axon can be fit by the Hodgkin-Huxley model.**

Articles in the literature should be consulted for this project:


**Hypothesis --- When two action potentials are elicited, one just after another, the velocity of the second is slower than the velocity of the first action potential. This phenomenon is predicted by the Hodgkin-Huxley model.**

Articles in the literature should be consulted for this project:


**Hypothesis --- The threshold current for eliciting an action potential with an intracellular electrode is higher for a space-clamped than for an unclamped model of an axon.**

**Hypothesis --- Increasing the membrane capacitance will decrease the conduction velocity.**

**Hypothesis --- Increasing the membrane conductance (by scaling all the ionic conductances) will increase the conduction velocity.**

**Hypothesis --- Increasing the external concentration of sodium will increase the conduction velocity.**

**Hypothesis --- Increasing the external concentration of potassium will increase the conduction velocity.**

**Hypothesis --- Increasing the external concentration of calcium will increase the conduction velocity.**

**Hypothesis --- Increasing the temperature will increase the conduction velocity.**
Hypothesis --- The difference in waveform of the action potential of a frog node of Ranvier and of a squid giant axon (Figure 1.9 in volume 2 of the text) can be reproduced by the Hodgkin-Huxley model of a squid giant axon by a change in temperature.

Hypothesis --- The membrane capacitance determines the time course of the rising phase of the action potential. Increasing the membrane capacitance decreases the rate of increase of the rising phase of the action potential.

Hypothesis --- The falling phase of the action potential (repolarization) can occur in the absence of a change in potassium conductance.

Hypothesis --- Increasing the temperature sufficiently blocks the occurrence of the action potential because the membrane time constant limits the rate at which the membrane variables can change and prevents the difference in time course of the sodium and potassium activation which is responsible for initiation of the action potential.

Hypothesis --- The initiation of the action potential is independent of the potassium conductance.

Hypothesis --- The prolonged plateau of the cardiac muscle action potential can be accounted for by the Hodgkin-Huxley model with a potassium conductance that has a slow activation.

Hypothesis --- The effect of tetraethylammonium chloride (TEA) on the action potential of the squid giant axon can be modelled with the Hodgkin Huxley model by decreasing $K_n$ and increasing $K_h$.

Articles in the literature should be consulted for this project:

Hypothesis --- The shape of the action potential in the presence of tetraethylammonium chloride (TEA) can be accounted for by the Hodgkin-Huxley model with a reduced maximum value of the potassium conductance.

Articles in the literature should be consulted for this project:

Hypothesis --- Increasing the external calcium concentration will block the occurrence of the action potential because this will reduce the difference in the time constant of sodium and potassium activation which is responsible for the initiation of the action potential.

Hypothesis --- Increasing the external concentration of potassium will decrease the refractory period; decreasing this concentration will lengthen the refractory period.

Hypothesis --- Increasing the external concentration of sodium will decrease the refractory period; decreasing this concentration will lengthen the refractory period.
Hypothesis --- Absolute and relative refractory periods are decreased by increasing the rate constants for sodium inactivation and for potassium activation.

Hypothesis --- Repolarization cannot occur if the potassium activation rate constant is zero.

Hypothesis --- The threshold of the action potential to a brief pulse of current decreases as the external potassium current is increased.

The Hodgkin-Huxley model with default parameters does not exhibit accommodation. Hypothesis --- accommodation occurs if the leakage conductance is increased.

The Hodgkin-Huxley model with default parameters does not exhibit accommodation. Hypothesis --- Accommodation occurs if the potassium conductance is increased.

Hypothesis --- Increasing the leakage equilibrium potential will block the action potential.

Hypothesis --- The effect of the changes in concentration of sodium ions on the action potential of the giant axon of the squid can be accounted for by the Hodgkin-Huxley model.

Articles in the literature should be consulted for this project:


Hypothesis --- In response to rectangular pulses of current, the rheobase of the strength-duration relation increases as temperature increases.

Hypothesis --- An increase in temperature results in a decrease in the duration of the refractory period.

Hypothesis --- The threshold membrane potential at which the Hodgkin-Huxley model produces an action potential in response to a brief pulse of current is equal to the membrane potential for which the linearized Hodgkin-Huxley equations have unstable eigenvalues.

Application of a long-duration constant current to the Hodgkin-Huxley model produces a train of action potentials. Hypothesis --- The frequency of the action potentials increases with increasing current amplitude.

Application of a long-duration constant current to the Hodgkin-Huxley model produces a train of action potentials. Hypothesis --- The frequency of action potential increases as the parameter $K_n$ is increased.

Application of a long-duration constant current to the Hodgkin-Huxley model produces a train of action potentials. Hypothesis --- The frequency of action potential increases as the temperature is increased.

Hypothesis --- An increase in the external concentration of potassium increases the threshold potential at which an action potential is elicited.

Hypothesis --- Increasing $K_h$ will result in an increase in the steepness of the repolarization phase of the action potential.
3.0 Reports
In 6.021J you will write two reports--frog lab report and Hodgkin-Huxley report. Both reports follow a standard format for a technical report.

3.1 Elements of a technical report
A report should tell a story. The story is your lab project and its implications. Scientific reports follow a general organization that includes the following sections:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Front Matter</th>
<th>Body</th>
<th>End Matter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cover Page (Title + Abstract)</td>
<td>Introduction Methods Results Discussion Conclusion (optional)</td>
<td>References Appendix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table of Contents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.021J reports also usually follow the following conventions:
- Use standard font; 10 or 12 point
- Double space drafts (for comments). Single-space final reports.
- Number pages, beginning with Introduction.
- Each section of the body of the report and report end matter is numbered

3.1.1 Title
The purpose of the report title is to be informative, specific, understandable at a glance.
- Avoid "cute" titles
- The title is on a Cover Page
- All nouns are capitalized in the title
- The title is centered on the page
- Your names and date appear below the title
- Do not use abbreviations in the Title

3.1.2 Abstract
The abstract is a one paragraph summary of the report. The abstract of a scientific paper is the most important section, because it usually determines whether someone will read your paper or not. You should write the abstract last. The abstract should include a rationale for the study, your experimental approach, results, and conclusion. Generally, each of these topics should be handled in a sentence or two.
- The abstract is the shortest (150-200 words) and generally most challenging part of your report to write.
- Do not include figures, figure references, or extraneous information--i.e., information not found in the report--in your abstract.

3.1.3 Table of Contents
The Table of Contents helps readers quickly find the information they need from your report and provides a guide to the report content.
- List the headings and subheadings exactly as they appear in your report
- Through formatting show the hierarchy of heading and subheadings.
  For example:
3.1.4 Introduction

The introduction provides the motivation for conducting the study. You should briefly summarize what is known (appropriate literature citations are encouraged) and indicate what new knowledge you hope to discover. Include only relevant background, including key terms, then state the problem that is being addressed. In your introduction, you do not need to state everything that you have ever learned which is in any way relevant to the topic. Just summarize the relevant facts. While the implications of what you may discover are relevant, you need not state that your findings will be of cosmological importance.

- DO NOT include findings or methods in your Introduction
- Introductions usually follow a funnel style, starting broadly with general ideas and then narrowing to your hypothesis.
- You should specifically state the hypothesis you tested
- When you first use a term that you abbreviate later, use the full name at first usage. After it, put the abbreviation in parenthesis. For example, "The compound action potential (CAP) . . ." In following instances, you may use "CAP" in place of compound action potential.

3.1.5 Methods

The Methods section describes the process you undertook to complete the research. Methods describes the FINAL APPROACH that you took to your experiment, which may not be the approach that you initially intended. Describe the experimental methods as well as any mathematical or statistical methods you used to analyze the data. Include Methods for all results presented in your report. By definition any experimental measurements or experimental data you collected are not reported here. They are reported under the Results section. Provide sufficient detail to enable another investigator to exactly reproduce your experiments and, hopefully, obtain the same results. The essence of scientific research is the ability to reproduce results.

- Only include methods for data and results presented in your report.
- Methods are not written like a cookbook (a series of orders) or a numbered series of steps. Write Methods in paragraph form, divided into subsections by topic.
- Distinguish between preliminary measurements/studies and your main experiment.
- Describe your Methods in past tense since you have already completed the experiment.
- Data processing (e.g. statistics, using ANOVA) is a Method and needs to be described.

3.1.6 Results

The Results section DESCRIBES but DOES NOT INTERPRET the major findings of your experiment. Organize Results logically with subsections to emphasize order. Results should correlate organizationally to the Methods. Collaborative Writer's Tip: If you write the Methods of the report, also write the Results so you know that the two sections are organized respectively.

Present the data using graphs and tables to reveal any trends that you found. Do not tabulate/graph raw data. Each table or graph should document one of your findings. This will most likely involve synthesizing your raw data into an appropriate format before graphing them.

Simply presenting tables and figures is not acceptable. Coherent prose is necessary to introduce and explain tabular and graphical material. Often each grouping of information in Results is organized as follows:
1. Paragraph explaining a figure following the paragraph. The paragraph description describes in words what is shown in the figure.
2. Figure showing visual representation of data.
3. Figure caption (below the figure) that explains what is shown in the figure.

A key issue in Results is to determine whether the effects you measured are a result of the intervention you studied or rather just reflect random variations in the data or a drift of experimental parameters over time. Well-designed control experiments and statistical analysis of your data should be used to resolve this question.

- Avoid presenting raw data (e.g. showing ten superimposed waveforms to demonstrate a trend of decreasing amplitude) and instead use synthesis graphs (e.g. a plot of amplitude vs. concentration) which explicitly show the trends you are trying to prove.
- Figures should appear in the order which they are referenced in the text of the paper.
- Each figure should be a standalone entity, and the caption should be clear, specific and detailed enough to describe what is shown without reading the whole text.
- Avoid captions that begin with “A graph of …” Just state what is shown.
- Make sure the legend is specified and easy to read.

3.1.7 Discussion
The Discussion offers your interpretations and conclusions about your findings. At the beginning of the Discussion, return to the main point of your study -- Did you answer your hypothesis? How do your Results relate to the goals of the study, as stated in your introduction? How do they relate to the results that might have been expected from background information obtained in lectures, textbooks, or outside reading? How do you explain deviations in your findings? Were there limitations to your study? What might be useful for future investigations?

The Discussion is your chance to demonstrate your ability to synthesize, analyze, evaluate, interpret, and reason effectively. Draw generalizations from your results or conclusions about theoretical/practical implications. Use evidence to support these claims. Do not include new findings in your Discussion. You do NOT need to bring in theories to explain your ideas beyond what you have learned in class. Your readers are looking for well-supported explanations, not for leaps of fancy or mere repetitions of your findings.

- Do not repeat the visuals shown in the Results section (although some authors choose to add additional visuals to clarify their discussion). Include textual references to figures if you need for readers to reference a figure (For example, "As shown in Figure 3: title . . . ").

3.1.8 Conclusion (Optional)
Some writers like to end their reports with a short conclusion that summarizes the main "jist" of their research and includes recommendations for future study.

3.1.9 References - IEEE style
If you reference an outside source in your report, you should cite where you found that source. You should also cite sources that your reader, a fellow student, may be unfamiliar with. The appropriate style for citing sources in this report is IEEE style. Cite only material that you have actually read. See Section 4.3 for guidelines on citing sources in IEEE style.

3.1.10 Appendices
Appendices include the original data taken during the laboratory session. Appendices should be numbered A, B, C, etc. Appendices are useful for additional data and mathematical analyses that
are important reference material for the study but which would interrupt the flow of the presentation in the main body of the report.

3.2 Graphics: Presenting Information in Tables, Figures, and Equations

Graphics in reports are invaluable aids to your audience because they condense text, clarify relationships, and highlight patterns. Good graphics display the significance of your data and allow the reader to follow your discussion.

- Use graphics to condense complicated textual content for your audience.
  “The nerve was placed on the nerve chamber with the proximal end on the stimulating electrode, as shown in Figure 1.”
- Use graphics to clarify relationships between results.
  “Although conduction velocity increased with temperature, this relationship is not linear, as can be seen in Figure 2.”
- Use graphics to highlight patterns in your data that are not immediately evident in your text.
  “Figure 3 displays the effects of exercise on heartbeat in an experiment to study energy expenditure in a partial gravity environment, such as an orbiting space station.”

3.2.1 Tables

- Each table must contain a title and a caption.
- Tables are numbered, and they appear in the order they are referenced in the text.

3.2.2 Figures

- Each figure must have a title and a caption beneath the figure
- Figures are numbered, and they appear in the order they are referenced in the text
- Axes are labeled at bottom and side of graph
- For graphs with multiple plots, provide a legend
- Units of measure are visible. Each visual does not extend across more than one page.

![Figure 3: The stimulus response from an addition of 0.06% alcohol. The maximum value reached is a decrease in the absolute magnitude of the peak and occurs after the alcohol is allowed to settle for 6 minutes. The offset was added in order to center the resting potential at 0.](image)

3.2.3 Equations

- Equations are numbered.
- Use mathematical symbols.
3.3 IEEE Style

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), one of the largest professional organizations in the world, oversees numerous journals and regularly publishes its own Letters, Transactions, and Proceedings of the technical conferences it sponsors.

IEEE style uses a single sequentially ordered note number to cite all references to each source mentioned in the text. The IEEE reference list is arranged by the order of citation in the text, not in alphabetical order. IEEE style also prohibits the use of content notes, preferring instead that supplementary explanations and examples be included in the text (often in parentheses).

3.3.1 Two parts to IEEE style: (1) in-text citation and (2) references page

Example of IEEE citation in the body of a report:

*The oncogene jun has presently become one of the best-known oncogenes because of its ability to act as a transcription factor [1]. One study [2] examined the mRNA levels of jun C, jun B and jun D in various mouse tissues and concluded that each of these genes is expressed independently in different tissues and that they may play a role in growth, development and cellular differentiation.*

Example of the above report's References page


3.3.2 Examples of IEEE References for Reference page of report

Books

**Book by One Author**


**Edited Book or Anthology**


**Selection in an Edited Book**

Book by an Institutional or Organizational Author

Technical Report

Government Publication

Journal Articles

Article in a Journal Paginated by Annual Volume

Article in a Professional Journal Paginated by Issue

Article in a Popular Monthly or Bimonthly Periodical
If the journal is a monthly or bimonthly periodical, use the month and year of publication instead of the volume number.

Article in a Daily, Weekly, or Biweekly Magazine or Newspaper
Include the year, month, and day.

Websites
3.4 Frog Report Specifics

3.4.1 Commonly Misunderstood Concepts
- Differences between Compound Action Potential (which is being measured in this lab) and an Action Potential.
- Why a diphasic response is seen.
- What is a control.

3.4.2 The Report: Common Issues
Introduction
- Since you do not have much background knowledge at this point, your background research may be sparse. However, make sure you explain to readers why you chose to study you did.
- Do not spend a lot of time and space defining CAP and terms that peer readers understand.

Methods
- Do not repeat the frog dissection process described in the lab manual. You only need to describe your specific experimental method.
- Cite the lab manual
- Methods are not just procedures, but also your method(s) for taking measurements.
- Explain exactly how amplitude was defined and measured.
- Explain the controls you took.
- Detail how many trials and at what levels.

Results
- Results are more than just graphs. Explain in words what is shown in each figure.
- Separate your Basic Observations from your Experimental Results using subheadings
- Do not spend too much time explaining basic observations.
- Organize results to show trends or comparisons in the data.

3.5 Hodgin-Huxley Report Specifics
The Hodgin-Huxley report comes late in the semester when students are tired. Leave yourself enough time to write your report and run your simulations.

3.5.1 Commonly Misunderstood Concepts
- The Frog Lab is an experimentally-based project. The HH lab is based on simulation.
- Time controls are not necessary for simulations. There can be controls performed for other variables, such as the numerical method used by the software.
- The HH software models the responses of the giant squid axon, a single, very specific cell
- Well-defined procedures for measuring various properties are necessary. (e.g., In determining threshold current amplitude, how will you determine whether a given response is an action potential or not?)
3.5.2 The Report: Common Issues

Methods
- This lab does not have procedural methods.
- The methods will mainly be explanations of how and why data was gathered.
- The notion of control is different than the frog experiment. In the HH experiment there is no need to control for time.

Results
- Explain results in terms of the model. What did the model predict? Compare those predictions with experimental findings.
- Explain results in terms of the variables of the model

Discussion
- Be careful about drawing conclusions. If you use a definition and then change a definition and get a different result, how robust is your finding really?
4.0 Tips on Collaborating

One of the most useful education experiences in this course is learning to work with others. Most scientific writers collaborate on projects and through the experience of working collaboratively researchers develop techniques for working with others so that the work is evenly distributed.

4.1 Ways to make collaborating easier
1. Work together to select your project. Decide which specific issue to study, and outline your proposal report.
2. Create a work plan that clearly defines which partner is responsible for each of the duties to be performed.
3. Divide the work load fairly, using each person's strengths. For example, if you are good at MATLAB, take responsibility for producing the graphs for your report.
4. Get contact information so you can find your partner out of the lab.
5. Set due dates. Stick to those dates.
6. Agree on word processing program so it is easier to merge your work.
7. Each write different sections of the report. If you write the Methods, you should also write the Results since Methods and Results should correlate.
8. Synthesize your efforts in advance. Do not wait until the day your report is due (or the night before!!) to combine your work.
9. Always keep only one master draft.
10. Work in parallel on different sections, then in series (one person at a time) on the whole draft.

4.2 Tips for collaborative editing
When writing collaboratively, stay professional and focused on your task. Try using a two-part editing process for editing your work. First, edit for content. Second, edit for style.

4.3 Edit for Content
Read through your draft, stopping at the end of each section, and ask yourself the following questions:

⇒ Is the information accurate? Are there any incorrect data entries? Are all outside sources documented? Is all information from outside sources either paraphrased or quoted exactly and enclosed in quotation marks? Are any graphics misleading?
⇒ Is the information complete? Have you omitted any facts, concepts, equations or processes necessary for the document’s aim and for the audience type and the audience’s purpose? Are there any steps missing from instructions, procedures, or descriptions of processes?
⇒ Is the information comprehensible to your audience? Are all technical terms that need to be defined for your audience clearly defined? Are all acronyms explained when first used?
⇒ Does the report tell a story? Does it bring up the important points you are trying to make? Are the methods and results clearly and precisely described? Are the discussion points relevant to your results? Is each result discussed and properly documented?
4.4 Edit for Style

⇒ If you have not already done so, divide your document into sections and subsections by inserting headings and subheadings into your document.
⇒ Does each section and subsection follow logically from the preceding one?
⇒ Early in the text, is there a clear road map of the entire document? Does the document follow that road map?
⇒ Review the graphics in the order presented in your document. Do they present the key information to the reader in a logical order?
⇒ Read a printed copy of the report aloud to find typographical errors and page break errors.
5.0 Tips on Editor's Comments

5.1 Writing Meaningful comments on other reports
By far some of the most helpful comments on 6.021J reports come from other students! Yes, it is true. Often tech readers and the writing instructor do not offer "the complete picture." Only another student can tell you if your report is really clear and well organized because peer-readers are the primary audience for your reports.

Observe the following general strategies in reviewing a colleague's document.
1. Take the time to review it right. Spend an hour on your review out of courtesy to the other writers.
2. Read the report at least twice -- first time for surface coherence and obvious errors; second time for deep editing issues (logic, coherence between sections). You will probably need to skip back and forth in the report to do a thorough editing job.
3. Start by praising what the document does well.
4. Spend much of your time responding to the author's specific requests. (That assumes that the writer left you questions.)
5. Avoid performing an editorial review, unless asked to by the author. You do not need to mark every comma error in the report. Mark a few and the author should understand the problem from a few examples.
6. Do not just criticize harshly (i.e. "This sucks.") no matter how poor the draft. Make suggestions on how to solve the problems you notice in the document.
7. Ask questions if you do not understand a part of the report.
8. If something is "vague" or "unclear" explain why.
9. If a sentence is difficult to read or unclear, underline it and write in the margin your note.
10. Write an end note in which you summarize the main problems with the report in order of importance.
11. Sign your review with your name and email address.

5.2 Making sense of editor's comments
For both the frog report and the Hodgkin-Huxley report, you will receive comments on your first draft from three readers -- peer readers, a technical reader, and a writing reader. All professional writers must manage multiple edits from multiple editors, so 6.021J is good practice. As the writer you get the final word on whether you change your report or not. Editor's comments are only SUGGESTIONS. Use your own judgment in choosing how to revise your report. Feel free to add a cover letter on your final report if you feel strongly about rejecting a comment. In the end, editor's comments are meant to HELP YOU. Take their advice as help, not as personal criticism.

Tips for making sense of edits:
• If editor's suggest similar edits. It's probably a good hint that something really is wrong with a part of your report if multiple editor's comment on it.
• If editor's comments are contradictory. Try to understand why the editor's were commenting contradictorily on a point. Did one misread? Are they saying the same thing in different ways? Was there another problem elsewhere in the report that led to this disagreement?
• If editor's simply make poor comments -- maybe they were confused about a point, maybe they missed a point. Do not think your editor does not know what he or she is doing. Editor's are human. Sometimes they make mistakes.
• If you do not understand a comment or cannot decipher your editor's handwriting, ask your editor to explain. All 6.021J readers are willing to answer questions in person and via email.